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 n Unlike the rural and farm popula-
tions that it served at its inception 
in 1949, the Rural Housing Service 
today provides housing assis-
tance to non-farm households—
more than half of which are not 
even located in rural zip codes.

 n Between 2009 and 2011, Con-
gress expanded the Rural Housing 
Service’s largest single-family-
housing (SFH) credit program 
from $6.2 billion to $24 bil-
lion—and it has remained at that 
level since.

 n The default rate in the Rural 
Housing Service’s SFH guarantee 
program is at least double that of 
a comparable SFH loan-guarantee 
program at the Federal Hous-
ing Administration.

 n Congress should restore a free-
market housing-finance system 
by shutting down the Rural Hous-
ing Service.

Abstract
The Rural Housing Service (RHS) of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture is an unnecessary artifact—part of the post–New Deal vision of 
federal government housing policy. At the RHS’s inception in 1949, the 
agency was primarily focused on providing rural-development support 
to farmers and laborers. Today, however, the RHS specifically targets 

“underserved” rural residents through means-tested housing assistance. 
The RHS, one of many federal agencies with an “affordable” housing 
mission, operates with a high level of overall credit risk. The default rate 
in the agency’s single-family-housing guarantee programs is at least 
double that of a comparable single-family loan-guarantee program at 
the Federal Housing Administration. The agency’s home loan programs 
and those across the federal agencies tend to put higher-risk, financially 
vulnerable individuals into debt. Yet, all of the government interven-
tion has failed to increase the overall rate of homeownership in the U.S., 
which is at the lowest level since the late 1960s. Congress should restore 
a free market for mortgage credit in these rural areas by eliminating 
the RHS.

The rural housing Service (rhS) of the U.S. Department of 
agriculture (USDa) is an unnecessary artifact—part of the 

post–New Deal vision of federal government housing policy. at the 
rhS’s inception in 1949, the agency was primarily focused on pro-
viding rural-development support to farmers and laborers. Today, 
however, the rhS specifically targets “underserved” rural areas 
through means-tested housing assistance. The agency focuses the 
majority of its activity in the single-family-housing (SFh) guaran-
teed-mortgage program.
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The rhS, one of many federal agencies with an 
“affordable” housing mission, operates with a high 
level of overall credit risk. In fact, the default rate in 
the agency’s SFh guarantee programs is at least dou-
ble that of a comparable single-family loan-guaran-
tee program at the Federal housing administration. 
The agency’s home loan programs and those across 
the federal agencies tend to put higher-risk, finan-
cially vulnerable individuals into debt. Yet, all of the 
government intervention has failed to increase the 
overall rate of homeownership in the U.S., which is 
at the lowest level since the late 1960s.

Moreover, current advocates of the rhS and fed-
erally administered rural-development assistance 
programs argue that a private market for mortgage 
credit would not exist without the government guar-
antees. audit research on the rhS, though, indicates 
that a significant share of the households benefitting 
from the taxpayer-subsidized mortgage credit do 
not even reside in rural zip codes. In many instances, 
eligible mortgage lenders also offer borrowers other 
loan options alongside the rhS guaranteed loans. In 
all likelihood, the agency crowds out real private-
sector credit without government guarantees, espe-
cially those credit-guarantee programs that specifi-
cally charge below-market interest rates.

Thus, congress should restore a free market for 
mortgage credit in these rural areas by eliminating 
the direct-loan, loan-guarantee, and grant-assis-
tance programs managed by the rhS. The mort-
gage credit guaranteed by the rhS should originate 
in a free market without government intervention. 
Eliminating these subsidies will restore incentives 
for both borrowers and lenders to properly judge 
credit risk in these rural area markets, and over time, 
ensure that private real estate and property capital 

is allocated to the most productive uses, creating the 
conditions for real wealth creation and economic 
opportunity in these rural area markets.

What Is the Rural Housing Service?
The rhS is one of four agencies of the U.S. 

Department of agriculture with a mission to serve 
designated rural areas through various economic 
development programs. These rural areas, however, 
particularly those that the rhS purports to serve, 
have entirely changed from the agrarian-focused 
rural economies of the mid-20th century.1 In 1949, 
the agency focused on credit assistance to farm own-
ers and farm laborers.2 Beginning in the 1960s, the 
rhS provided loan and grant assistance for farm 
properties, as well as loans for the purchase of and 
repairs on non-farm properties.

The rhS began to dramatically shift the focus of 
its overall loan portfolio in the early 1990s from the 
Section 502 Single-Family housing Direct Mort-
gage program to the Section 502 SFh Guaranteed 
Mortgage program. The SFh Guaranteed Mortgage 
program is less labor intensive than the SFh Direct 
Mortgage program, giving the rhS an additional 
means to expand its operations to a broader pop-
ulation of borrowers.3 as a result, the SFh Direct 
Mortgage program has consistently declined as a 
share of the agency’s loan portfolio since it peaked 
in the mid-1970s.4 Indeed, over the past decade, 
from fiscal year (FY) 2005 to FY 2016, total loan 
authorization levels have remained roughly con-
stant over the past decade at approximately $1.1 bil-
lion annually.

To accomodate this shift, congress has expand-
ed the Section 502 SFh Guaranteed Mortgage pro-
gram, which is by far the largest program managed 

1. Tadlock Cowan, “An Overview of USDA Rural Development Programs,” Congressional Research Service, pp. 1–2, February 18, 2014, at 
http://nationalaglawcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/assets/crs/RL31837.pdf (accessed May 6, 2015).

2. Title V of the 1949 Housing Act authorized the U.S. Department of Agriculture to “make loans to farmers to enable them to construct, 
improve, repair, or replace dwellings and other farm buildings to provide decent, safe, and sanitary conditions for themselves and their tenants, 
lessees, sharecroppers, and laborers.” Congress later established the Rural Housing Service Insurance Fund that financed government-
guaranteed credit to insure and guarantee a variety of housing loans for home purchases, repair, and rental housing development. Bruce E. 
Foote, “USDA Rural Housing Programs: An Overview,” Congressional Research Service, October 29, 2010, pp. 1–14, 
http://nationalaglawcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/assets/crs/RL33421.pdf (accessed May 27, 2015).

3. The RHS, in its Section 502 SFH Guaranteed Mortgage program, does not retain property title in events of foreclosure. In these events, the agency 
relies on lenders to take the property title and then manage and market them. Pertaining to the SFH direct-loan portfolio, the RHS received $10 
million for both FY 2015 and FY 2016 for credit sales of single-family-housing real-estate-owned property. U.S. Government Accountability Office, 
Housing Assistance: Opportunities Exist to Increase Collaboration and Consider Consolidation, GAO–12–554, August 2012, p. 65, 
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-554 (accessed June 25, 2015).

4. U.S. Government Accountability Office, Housing Assistance: Opportunities Exist to Increase Collaboration and Consider Consolidation, pp. 30–31.
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by the rhS today with a total annual loan autho-
rization of $24 billion in FY 2016. after the hous-
ing crisis of 2008, congress doubled the total loan 
authorization levels from FY 2009 to FY 2010 ($6.2 
billion to $12 billion), and then again, from FY 2010 
to FY 2011 ($12 billion to $24 billion). Since FY 
2011, the SFh Guaranteed Mortgage program has 
remained at this annual total loan authorization 
level of $24 billion.

The rural housing Service agency additional-
ly manages several other loan and grant programs 
focused on both multi-family housing (rental) assis-
tance and community facility development. These 
programs have also experienced growth in annual 
total authorization levels since the 2008 housing 
crisis. The Section 521 rental assistance Grant pro-
gram has nearly doubled in size from $587 million 
to $1.2 billion between FY 2005 and FY 2016, and 
community facility direct loans have increased from 
$729 million to $2.2 billion over the same period. 

(See chart 1.) USDa Inspector General audit reviews 
of the program indicate that there are significant 
issues with improper rental payment procedures 
and income documentation errors throughout the 
system.5

This Backgrounder focuses primarily on the two 
flagship Section 502 single-family housing mort-
gage programs.

Whom Does the Rural Housing 
Service Serve?

currently, the rhS is almost entirely focused 
on providing means-tested housing assistance (for 
ownership and rental) to non-farm households in 
rhS-designated rural markets. The rhS adminis-
ters two programs targeted at single-family home-
ownership assistance in eligible rural markets: 
(1) the Section 502 Single-Family housing Direct 
Mortgage Program, and (2) the Section 502 Single-
Family housing Guaranteed Mortgage program. In 

5. U.S. Department of Agriculture Office of Inspector General, “Review of Rural Rental Housing’s Tenant and Owner Data Using Data Analytics,” 
September 2015, pp. 1–12, http://www.usda.gov/oig/rptsauditsrhs.htm (accessed October 14, 2015). See also Government Accountability 
Office, “Rural Housing Service: Efforts to Identify and Reduce Improper Rental Assistance Payments Could Be Enhanced,” GAO–12–624, May 
2012, http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-624 (accessed November 10, 2015).

CHART 1

Sources: U.S. House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, 
and Related Agencies Programs, http://appropriations.house.gov (accessed January 22, 2016). 

Loan authorization levels in the Rural Housing Service mostly increased in the aftermath of the 2008 housing 
crisis, with a dramatic jump in the Section 502 Single-Family Housing Guaranteed Mortgage Program. 

Annual Loans and Grants by the Rural Housing Service 
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the SFh Direct Mortgage program, the rhS acts as 
the loan and property inspector, servicer, and guar-
antor; in the SFh Guaranteed Mortgage program, 
the agency principally relies on lenders to serve as 
property inspector and home loan servicer. Thus, 
the rhS absorbs the cost of failed loans in the Sec-
tion 502 SFh Direct Mortgage program as well as 
up to 90 percent of the loan-loss claims on failed 
loans in the Section 502 SFh Guaranteed Mortgage 
program.6

The rhS administers the two Section 502 hous-
ing loan programs following two key criteria. First, 
the rural housing Service determines eligible rural 
markets, and eligible loans must reside within these 
designated areas. Second, the rhS determines 
income limits (ceilings) for the various means-test-
ed housing programs. The rhS targets the Section 
502 SFh Direct Mortgage program to very-low-
income and low-income borrowers. The agency 
sets the eligibility threshold for these two groups 
of borrowers at less than 50 percent of area median 
family income for very-low-income borrowers, and 
between 50 percent and 80 percent of area median 
family income for the low-income borrowers.7 The 
Section 502 SFh Guaranteed Mortgage program 
income threshold is set between 80 percent and 115 
percent of median county income for the SFh Guar-
anteed Mortgage program.

Despite the overall intention, it is not altogeth-
er clear that the rhS is targeting a unique group 

of “underserved” rural borrowers. In assigning 
the “underserved” areas, the rhS, like other fed-
eral agencies with rural-development missions, has 
a high degree of flexibility in determining whether 
an area is “rural in character.”8 as a result, there is 
a significant amount of carryover into non-rural 
areas—and, hence, overlap with other federal hous-
ing programs, primarily housing assistance pro-
grams managed by the Department of housing and 
Urban Development.9 Indeed, audit research10 of the 
rhS indicates that more than half the agency’s port-
folio provides mortgage credit to areas located in 
metropolitan zip codes, and approximately 75 per-
cent of SFh Guaranteed Mortgage loans were given 
to borrowers living in areas within 25 miles of an 
rhS-ineligible area.

How Do the RHS Programs Perform?
The Section 502 SFh Guaranteed Mortgage pro-

gram, by far the largest program managed by the 
agency, operates with a lower level of credit risk 
than the Section 502 SFh Direct Mortgage pro-
gram, even though the default rate for the program 
is double that of the flagship SFh Mortgage guar-
antee program operated by the Federal housing 
administration.11 The reduced credit risk in this 
SFh Guaranteed Mortgage program (compared 
to the SFh Direct Mortgage program) is largely a 
result of higher levels of borrower income, includ-
ing almost 20 percent of borrowers with incomes 

6. For an overview of both Section 502 home loan programs, including the loan-loss structure in the Guaranteed Mortgage program, see Bruce E. 
Foote, “USDA Rural Housing Programs: An Overview,” pp. 1–4.

7. Cowan, “An Overview of USDA Rural Development Programs,” pp. 11–12.

8. Depending on the defining characteristics used, anywhere from 7 percent to 49 percent of the U.S. population can be designated as residing 
in a rural area. These shares of the U.S. population living in rural areas are derived using data from the 2000 Census. See John Cromartie and 
Shawn Bucholtz, “Defining the ‘Rural’ in Rural America,” Amber Waves, June 2008, 
http://webarchives.cdlib.org/sw1p844z0k/http://www.ers.usda.gov/AmberWaves/June08/Features/RuralAmerica.htm 
(accessed November 16, 2015). See also, U.S. Government Accountability Office, Rural Housing: Changing the Definition of Rural Could Improve 
Eligibility Determinations, GAO–05–110, December 2004, pp. 5–40, http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-05-110 (accessed June 25, 2015).

9. According to an analysis by the U.S. Government Accountability Office, more than 210,000 loans (using agency data) were guaranteed by the 
Federal Housing Administration in rural zip codes. U.S. Government Accountability Office, Housing Assistance: Opportunities Exist to Increase 
Collaboration and Consider Consolidation, pp. 17–23. See also U.S. Government Accountability Office, Rural Housing: Changing the Definition of 
Rural Could Improve Eligibility Determinations, pp. 17–25.

10. U.S. Government Accountability Office, Housing Assistance: Opportunities Exist to Increase Collaboration and Consider Consolidation, 
pp. 17–23.

11. In calculating the cost of the credit guarantee subsidy for FY 2016, the assumed default rate for the Section 502 SFH Guaranteed Mortgage 
portfolio is 8.8 percent. The assumed recovery rate is 2.2 percent on the 8.8 percent of loans in default, indicating that these distressed 
loans have little chance of rehabilitation once in distress. This is roughly 4 percentage points higher than the assumed default rate in the 
Federal Housing Administration’s SFH insurance program. See Office of Management and Budget, The President’s Budget for Fiscal Year 2016, 

“Supplemental Materials: Federal Credit Supplement,” Table 6, pp. 22–25, https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/Supplemental 
(accessed October 19, 2015).
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exceeding the program’s income ceiling. More-
over, eligible lenders indicate that they make these 
rural-development home loans available alongside 
other mortgage options for borrowers.12 Based on 
these accounts, there is likely some selection bias 
for these programs among borrowers with higher 
incomes (and assets).

These portfolio characteristics, among others, 
effectively leave the eligibility determination in the 
hands of the eligible private lenders, and based on 
audit studies of the lending practices, the judgment 
of loan eligibility (and loan take-up by borrowers) 
is subjective. It also undermines any rationale for 

this guaranteed government credit, especially when 
these are individuals with adequate means (both in 
income and assets) and eligible private lenders indi-
cate that they are making available other mortgage 
options, alongside the rural development loans.13 
after all, if given the choice for a lower financing 
(interest) cost option it can be a strategic decision for 
borrowers to take up this type of loan.

The rhS, on the other hand, makes little attempt 
to properly adjust for the financial risk of borrow-
ers in its separate Section 502 SFh Direct Mortgage 
program. The Section 502 SFh Direct Mortgage 
program functions with a significantly higher level 

12. U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Controls Over Eligibility Determinations for SFH Guaranteed Loan Recovery Act Funds (Phase 2),” 
Report No. 04703-02-CH, September 2011, http://www.usda.gov/oig/rptsauditsrhs.htm (accessed October 27, 2015).

13. In the Section 502 SFH Guaranteed Mortgage program, borrowers do not have to show the ability to take up “credit elsewhere,” and there 
is no size restriction for the home purchased. Both of these criteria do apply, however, for eligibility consideration in the Section 502 Direct 
Mortgage program. Bruce E. Foote, “USDA Rural Housing Programs: An Overview,” p. 4.
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By law, Congress must estimate how much the Rural Housing Service loan programs will cost taxpayers.  
However, calculations are completed once at the onset of the loans, and then revised in subsequent years.  In 
more than half of those cases, the revised estimates have been higher than the initial estimates, indicating an 
even higher cost to taxpayers. 

Rural Housing Service Loans Cost Federal Taxpayers Far More 
than Initial Estimates

Source: O�ce of Management and Budget, Supplemental Materials: Federal Credit Supplement, FY 2016, Tables 7–8, pp. 29–35, 60–63, 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/Supplemental (accessed October 19, 2015).
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of portfolio credit risk. In fact, the default rate in 
this program is almost five times the rate of default 
in a comparable loan insurance program managed 
by the Federal housing administration.14 Thus, the 
underwriting practice in this direct mortgage pro-

gram by design charges below-market interest rates 
to borrowers with low and very low income levels, 
while requiring no down-payment, limited income 
history, and mediocre (at best) credit history, and 
perversely puts higher-risk, financially vulnerable 

14. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) is used as a benchmark to judge program performance, even though the FHA itself is considered 
a program with relaxed loan insurance-underwriting standards. Prepared statement of Mathew J. Scire, “Rural Housing Service: Progress 
on GAO Recommendations and Preliminary Observations on Loan Guarantee Risk Management,” U.S. Government Accountability Office, 
GAO–15–625T, May 19, 2015, p. 17, http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-15-625T (accessed June 25, 2015). See also Office of Management 
and Budget, The President’s Budget for Fiscal Year 2016, “Supplemental Materials: Federal Credit Supplement,” Table 5, pp. 17–20, and John L. 
Ligon and Norbert J. Michel, “The Federal Housing Administration: What Record of Success?” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 3006, 
May 11, 2015, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2015/05/the-federal-housing-administration-what-record-of-success.

Government Meddling in Housing Finance Creates Market 
Confusion, Harms Low-Income Borrowers

Over the past several decades, the federal government has built a patchwork of regulatory systems 
(including, for instance, the community reinvestment act) and housing assistance programs to make 
housing “aff ordable,” “accessible,” and “sustainable” for americans. all of these attempts to create 
housing opportunities, particularly for those residing in government-determined “underserved” areas, 
have resulted in an arbitrary housing policy framework. Yet, the federal government has a poor record 
of creating aff ordable and sustainable homeownership for americans.* Indeed, the homeownership 
rate in the U.S. is at the lowest level since the late 1960s.

These government eff orts have confused markets over time regarding sound housing fi nance 
principles and encouraged an explosion in long-term fi xed-rate mortgage debt. The government, 
in particular, fi xates on these long-term fi xed-rate mortgage products as a means for producing 
“aff ordable” housing opportunities.† These mortgage products are aff ordable only in the sense that the 
term structure of the loan (principal and interest payments) is spread out over a longer time horizon—
even though it will result in a lengthier period of interest costs and slower schedule for principal pay-
down (equity). Generally speaking, these low collateral, long-term, amortizing loans accumulate equity 
slowly over the life of the loan—with most of the early years of the loan devoted to paying down the 
fi nancing (interest) costs on the loan, and little to principal.

This type of long-term debt is particularly risky for the groups of individuals generally targeted by 
these housing policies. These individuals are often the least ready to take on any fi nancial responsibility 
associated with these home loan programs, in addition to the ongoing costs of properly maintaining 
the property. Moreover, these are often groups of individual borrowers most vulnerable to various 
economic shocks (such as job loss) that severely impact the ability to make payments on the home loan. 
Thus, with little to any equity accumulation in the early years of these home loans, individual borrowers 
can only exit distressed loans at signifi cant cost.

*  Norbert J. Michel and John L. Ligon, “Fannie and Freddie: What Record of Success?” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2854, 
November 7, 2013, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2013/11/fannie-and-freddie-what-record-of-success, and John L. Ligon 
and Norbert J. Michel, “The Federal Housing Administration: What Record of Success?” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 3006, 
May 11, 2015, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2015/05/the-federal-housing-administration-what-record-of-success.

† For a more detailed discussion on this topic of the risks and trade-off s in long-term mortgages, see John Ligon and Norbert Michel, 
“Why Is Federal Housing Policy Fixated on 30-year Fixed Rate Mortgages?” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2917, June 18, 
2014, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2014/06/why-is-federal-housing-policy-fi xated-on-30-year-fi xed-rate-mortgages.
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individuals into home loans that they may have sig-
nificant trouble servicing over the loan term.15 (See 
Text Box .)

How Much Do the SFH Loan Programs 
Cost the Taxpayer?

The rhS, like other government-backed credit 
agencies, garners a significant credit-funding advan-
tage over its private-sector competitors, namely that 
it can issue and guarantee credit (debt) to private 
borrowers at below-market interest rates. The credit 
guarantees not only divert private capital from more 
productive uses, they also represent a taxpayer-
financed subsidy. Since the Federal credit reform 
act of 1990, congress is required to estimate the cost 
of these guarantee subsidy programs and the corre-
sponding lifetime budgetary impact of federal direct-
loan and loan-guarantee programs.16 These budget-
ary cost estimates are completed during the initial 
year of the loans, and then in later years, show an 
updated (current) estimate cost of the annual cohort 
of loans.

The majority of the rhS loan guarantee programs 
show a net lifetime budgetary cost for each cohort of 
loans dating back to FY 1992. In fact, except for the 
past few fiscal years, each annual cohort of loans for 
the two Section 502 SFh mortgage programs shows a 
net lifetime budgetary cost with a higher revised cost 
estimate than that of the initial estimate.17 accord-
ing to official estimates, for FY 1992 to FY 2010, the 
net lifetime subsidy cost is $278 million for the SFh 
Guaranteed Mortgage program, and $115 million for 
the SFh Direct Mortgage program.18

Time to Shut Down the Rural 
Housing Service

The rural housing Service direct-loan and 
loan-guarantee programs crowd out private-sec-
tor credit in rural markets. Eliminating the agen-
cy’s loan-guarantee activity would induce more 
real private-sector credit (credit not backed by the 
government) into these markets over time. Thus, 
the rhS should be shut down. In this process, the 
U.S. Department of agriculture will have to wind 
down the existing loan portfolio of approximate-
ly $120 billion in single-family and multi-fami-
ly housing loans.19 Further, congress will need 
to cease all annual loans and grant-authoriza-
tion appropriations.

Specifically, congress should:20

 n Eliminate all loan-guarantee programs (sin-
gle-family, multi-family, and community-
facility loan programs). This should specifically 
preclude any transfer of loan-guarantee authori-
zation to a different federal government agency—
within USDa or any other federal department.

 n Eliminate all direct-loan programs (single-
family, multi-family, and community-facility 
loan programs). This should specifically pre-
clude any transfer of direct-loan authorization 
to a different federal government agency—within 
the USDa or any other federal department.

 n Eliminate the direct-rental-assistance grant 
programs. This should specifically preclude any 
transfer of rental-assistance grant funding to a 

15. U.S. Department of Agriculture Office of Inspector General, “Single-Family Housing Direct Loans Recovery Act Controls– 
Compliance Review,” Audit Report No. 04703-0003-KC, June 2012, http://www.usda.gov/oig/rptsauditsrhs.htm  
(accessed October 14, 2015).

16. Congressional Budget Office, “Fair-Value Accounting for Federal Credit Programs,” Issue Brief, March 2012, 
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/43027 (accessed October 19, 2015).

17. The RHS housing direct-loan, guaranteed-loan, and grant-assistance programs are discretionary-spending categories as defined under the 
Budget Enforcement Act; these are not mandatory spending levels as defined by an act of public law. See Office of Management and Budget, 
The President’s Budget for Fiscal Year 2016, “Supplemental Materials: Federal Credit Supplement,” Table 1, pp. 1–3.

18. This figure includes the net lifetime re-estimate amount for the subsidy in the Section 502 SFH Direct Mortgage Program (purchase only) and 
the SFH Guaranteed Mortgage Program (purchase and refinance). Office of Management and Budget, The President’s Budget for Fiscal Year 
2016, “Supplemental Materials: Federal Credit Supplement,” Tables 7 and 8, pp. 29–35 and 60–63.

19. Scire, “Rural Housing Service: Progress on GAO Recommendations and Preliminary Observations on Loan Guarantee Risk Management,” p. 1.

20. For a conservative vision for the housing finance system based on free-market principles, see Norbert J. Michel and John L. Ligon,  
“Five Guiding Principles for Housing Finance Policy: A Free-Market Vision,” Heritage Foundation Issue Brief No. 4259, August 11, 2014, 
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2014/08/five-guiding-principles-for-housing-finance-policy-a-free-market-vision.
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different federal government agency—within the 
USDa or any other federal department.

Conclusion
The purpose and need for the rural housing Ser-

vice, a rural development agency of the U.S. Depart-
ment of agriculture, is unclear. Unlike the rural and 
farm populations that the agency served at its incep-
tion in 1949, the rhS today provides the largest por-
tion of its credit-guarantee assistance to non-farm 
households, a significant share of which do not even 
reside in rural zip codes. Moreover, eligible lenders 
benefit from many of the features of the current sys-
tem, particularly the fact that they receive low-cost 
mortgage debt subsidized by the federal taxpayer with 
limited downside risk in the event of loan failure. In 
all likelihood, the agency crowds out real private-sec-
tor credit without government guarantees, especial-
ly those credit guarantee programs that specifically 
charge below-market interest rates. congress should 
restore a free-market housing-finance system by shut-
ting down the rhS and eliminating its direct-loan, 
loan-guarantee, and grant-assistance programs.

—John L. Ligon is Senior Policy Analyst and 
Research Manager in the Center for Data Analysis, of 
the Institute for Economic Freedom and Opportunity, 
at The Heritage Foundation. He thanks Astrid 
Gonzalez, former member of the Heritage Foundation 
Young Leaders Program, for her research assistance.


